
Truth Bombs: a series of concise papers which seek to explain lies, errors, misunderstandings or misrepresented facts. 

The Kaballa 

The Kaballa [AKA Cabala, Cabbala, Kabbalah, Qabala] is very popular today and is the 
religion of celebrities like Madonna but more importantly it undergirds much Orthodox 
Judaism [esp. Hasidism], is enshrined in the Roman Catholic Church and is favoured by 
the global elite. Understanding the Kaballa makes sense of many modern perplexities. 

It is usually defined as the ancient Jewish tradition of mystical interpretation of the Bible, 
first transmitted orally using esoteric methods (including ciphers and numerology). 
However, it has nothing to do with the truth of the Bible at all. As Talmudism strives to 
reverse the Law of Moses by Pharisaic oral traditions to enable evil, so the Kaballa 
worships Satan through Jewish mysticism to enable evil.  

The key text of the Kaballa is the Zohar and this is a satanic document. It seeks to placate 
Satan by Gentile sacrifices and considers everything outside it as idol worship. Thus 
Christianity is hated because Jesus is said to be an idol. Gentiles are expendable because 
Judaism considers a Gentile to be less than human, in fact trash [‘kelipot’], and worth little 
compared to a Jew. 

• Israel must make sacrifices to Satan so that he will leave Israel unmolested.[Zohar 2:33a] 

• The demonic powers should be given a portion, occupying and assuaging them, so that they 

will not disturb Israel’s intimacy with God. [Zohar 4:14] 

• The evil impulse is good, and without the evil impulse Israel cannot prevail in this world. 
[Zohar 1:61a; see Zohar edition pub. by Stanford Univ.] 

 
The Zohar is revered by influential rabbinic organisations in the US like Chabad-
Lubavitch; Kabbalism is not a mere heretical obscure sect. The US gvt. made the birthday 
of the Kabbalist Menachem Mendel Schneerson a public holiday (‘Education Day’). 

Zionist Neocons and the State of Israel have dominated US foreign policy for decades. Is it 
too much of a stretch to speculate that the Zionist dominated foreign policy atrocities by 
America (such as over a million dead Iraqis and half a million dead Syrians) were justified 
as sacrifices to placate Satan? Orthodox Judaism and the Chabad promote the Noahide 
Laws; these demand the execution of idol worshippers, which includes Christians. US 
Congress is laying the groundwork for formally promoting these Noahide Laws. 

The Kabbala was taken on board by the Roman Church in the 16th century, along with the 
secret acceptance of the Talmud (despite a few token burnings of old editions). Though 
kept secret, in the 1960s this became known. 

The Talmud is the religion of the Pharisees, the enemies of Jesus, and is based on pharisaic 
oral law that superseded Mosaic Law, and perverted it. It is based on self-worship, deceit, 
satanic ethics and hatred of Gentiles [see the Truth Bombs on Talmudism.]. Kabbalism 
takes Talmudic Judaism into mystical areas and Satan worship. Rabbinic Judaism today, 
in the main part, is the combination of these two systems, but the Talmud is the chief 
authority. Historically, famous rabbis demonstrated this: Hillel advocated sexual abuse of 
children while Maimonides violently hated Jesus and urged the murder of Christians 
[‘Show no mercy to a non-Jew’, Avodat Kochavim, c10]. 

For more information read research by Michael Hoffman, Revisionisthistory.org. 
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